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1.	 	Content	of	the	online	offer
  The autonox Robotics GmbH (hereinafter „autonox Robotics“) assumes no liability or responsibility for the topicality, accuracy, totality or quality for the information on these 

pages. autonox Robotics does not assume liability for claims based on material or nonmaterial damages caused by use or disuse of this Internet presence or by usage of incorrect 
or incomplete information contained herein are absolutely rejected, unless it can be proven that autonox Robotics caused damage deliberately or through gross negligence.  
All offers are subject to change and non-binding. autonox Robotics reserves the exclusive right to change, complement, delete or halt publication completely or for a limited peri-
od, of parts of the pages or entire offer without separate notification. 

2.	 References	and	links
  autonox Robotics makes available links to external offers on this web site. The providers of these pages assume exclusive liability for the content and, in particular, for the damage 

which may arise from using or not using such information. autonox Robotics therefore declares exclusively that the respectively linked pages were free of illegal contents at the 
time the links were generated. autonox Robotics has no influence of any kind, on current and future design as well as on the contents of the linked pages.

3.	 Legal	validity	of	this	disclaimer:
  This liability disclaimer is to be viewed as an integral part of the internet offering, from where reference was made to this section. To the extent that portions of this text shall be 

deemed to be incompliant, either in sum or in part, with current law, then all other portions of this text shall maintain their validity and remain untouched by the invalidity of other 
sections.

Copyright
Copyright 2012 autonox Robotics. All rights reserved. All illustrations, graphics, texts, sound, video and animated files in this website are protected by copyright and/or other legislation for 
the protection of intellectual property. Reproduction, alteration or utilization in other electronic or printed publications is prohibited without the express permission of autonox Robotics 
GmbH.
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